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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

About the District of Mission  

The District of Mission, located on the north banks of the Fraser River approximately 70 minutes east of 

Vancouver, is one of British Columbia’s oldest communities. The District is in traditional Sto:lo and 

Kwantlen First Nations territory, and the first non-Native settlements were established in the area in the 

1860s. Today, the District is 250 square kilometres in size, most of it forested, and is part of the Fraser 

Valley Regional District. As of 2016, the District was home to more than 38,000 people (District of 

Mission 2016).  

 

The District of Mission enjoys a rich and diverse history. A range of factors have been in play for over a 

century and a half that contribute to its distinctive character and unique sense of community.  Many 

remnants of Mission’s past are still evident in place and street names, some early homesteads, commercial 

buildings, artifacts, institutions and local celebrations.  

 

Mission Community Heritage Commission’s (MCHC) Mandate  

The District of Mission established a Community Heritage Commission in 2006 to advise Mayor and 

Council on heritage matters and to provide leadership in the stewardship of valued heritage resources. 

The MCHC is comprised of community members and municipal representatives who meet regularly to 

plan and make recommendations with regards to heritage concerns within the community.  

Purpose of the Heritage Context Study 

The purpose of the Mission Heritage Context Study is to identify the major themes and historical 

processes that have influenced the development of a community. This process entails soliciting community 

input on places and process of historical significance to the District.  

 

A community Heritage Context Study informs local heritage conservation and management initiatives 

and may be used to:  

 Develop heritage policies in an Official Community Plan (OCP) or OCP amendment; 

 Prepare or update a Heritage Strategic Plan; 

 Identify and evaluate properties for inclusion in a Community Heritage Register; 

 Establish a commemorative or interpretive heritage program; 

 Identify cultural tourism opportunities; 

 Develop an ongoing vision for heritage conservation based on stated community heritage values. 
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Process of Heritage Context Study Development 

Using a framework and process developed by Parks Canada, the Mission Community Heritage 

Commission (MCHC) initiated a community consultation process in 2011. The MCHC organized a 

workshop where Mission residents were given an opportunity to discuss community-held heritage values 

and to identify historic places that make Mission unique.  The workshop was facilitated by members of 

the MCHC and members of District staff. The community’s input then informed the development of the 

Heritage Context Plan.  

Mission Heritage Context Plan Themes 

The findings of the heritage consultation process were organized into five themes, identified by Parks 

Canada in their framework for heritage planning. These themes are: 

 Peopling the Land, including: Sto:lo and Kwantlen First Nations inhabitancy; connections to the 

Fraser River, the influence of the transcontinental railroad, the historic relationship between 

community and the St. Mary’s Mission, and post-WWII development.  

 Developing Economies, including precolonial aboriginal fishing and trading communities; the 

historical legacies of early fishing and trading-based indigenous economies; commercial pursuits 

in fishing, farming, and forestry; the growth of service industries and evolution of manufacturing 

processes; and most importantly, the enterprising spirit of Mission residents. 

 Governing the Region, including local administration and indigenous governance; security and 

defense; and residents’ push for jurisdictional change. 

 Building Social and Community Life, including the great variety of social groups, clubs and 

organizations; religious and educational institutions; and multiculturalism in building Mission’s 

social and community life.   

 Expressing Intellectual and Cultural Life, including Mission’s intellectual and cultural wealth and 

includes commemorations of intellectual pursuits; artistic expressions and athletic achievements; 

music and the arts; architecture and design; sports and leisure; and technological innovation. 

Next Steps 

The Heritage Context Plan has been approved by the Mission Community Heritage Commission, and has 

been forwarded to Council for review, recommendations, and approval. 

 

References 

Parks Canada. 2013. Cultural Resources Management Policy. Available on-line at: 

http://www.pc.gc.ca/eng/docs/pc/poli/grc-crm/index.aspx. Accessed April 23, 2016. 

District of Mission. 2016. About Us. www.mission.ca. Accessed April 23, 2016. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Context studies are designed to honour how a community evolved over time, and how distinctive events and 

eras of history have shaped what the community is today. By undertaking a context study, the community 

recognizes that the significant elements of its past (as seen in its historic places) need not be sacrificed in order 

for development and change to continue. 

 
BC Heritage Branch, Guidelines for Implementing Context 
Studies and Values-Based Management of Historic Places  

 
 

Heritage Context Study Background 

The District of Mission enjoys a rich and diverse history. A range of factors have been in play for over a 

century and a half that contribute to its distinctive character and unique sense of community.  Many 

remnants of Mission’s past are still evident in place and street names, some early homesteads, 

commercial buildings, artifacts, institutions and local celebrations.  Mission residents are proud of their 

past and their historic connections to the land, water and rail – elements that have shaped their 

community over time.   

 

Residents believe that heritage preservation can contribute to long-term community sustainability and 

improved quality of life, and they have expressed a desire to retain valued heritage resources in the face 

of growth and change.  To that end, the District established a Community Heritage Commission in 

2006 to advise Mayor and Council on heritage matters and provide leadership in the stewardship of 

valued heritage resources.  The District of Mission has developed a substantial heritage program, 

including a Community Heritage Register, several designated properties, an annual heritage awards 

program and the preparation of a Heritage Strategic Plan.  A recent recommendation of the MCHC was 

to embark on a Community Heritage Context planning process that could be used to identify 

community heritage values and potential historic places in Mission.   
 

 

About the District of Mission 

The District of Mission is 250 square kilometres in size and is located on the north banks of the Fraser 

River approximately 32 kilometers upstream from the Pacific Ocean. The Mission Heritage Context 

Study includes all lands within the boundaries of the District of Mission (Figure 1).  
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Map 1: District of Mission Street Map. Maple Ridge lies to the west of Mission, the rural communities of 
Dewdney and Deroche to the city’s east, and Abbotsford across the Fraser River to the south. The 
community is 70kms east of Vancouver. 
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Study Purpose 

The purpose of a Heritage Context Study is to identify the major themes, events and historical processes 

that have influenced the development of a community.  Significant heritage resources are identified in 

order to sustain what people value about their community into the future (see Appendix A).  

Understanding the historical context of a place or site ensures that its significance can be clearly assessed 

and managed. The Context Study relies on the participation and input from the community as a whole.  

 

A community Heritage Context Study informs local heritage conservation and management initiatives 

and may be used to: 

 Develop heritage policies in an Official Community Plan (OCP) or OCP amendment; 

 Prepare or update a Heritage Strategic Plan; 

 Identify and evaluate properties for inclusion in a Community Heritage Register; 

 Establish a commemorative or interpretive heritage program; 

 Identify cultural tourism opportunities; 

 Develop an ongoing vision for heritage conservation based on stated community heritage values. 

 

This Heritage Context Study documents the heritage values articulated by Mission residents and how 

those stated values can be realized to help shape the future of the community.  The impetus for preparing 

a community Heritage Context Study for Mission is to inform several forthcoming planning initiatives, 

in particular redevelopment of Mission’s waterfront areas, a Downtown Plan and future Official 

Community Plan updates, all of which would benefit from incorporating community heritage values.  The 

Heritage Context Study would also be used to identify and prioritize heritage properties to be added to 

Mission’s Community Heritage Register. 

 

A Heritage Context Study identifies and explains the underlying historical influences through a public 

consultation process. A series of themes and potential sub-themes were developed by the community 

through a workshop facilitated by the Heritage Commission.  Heritage values are identified by the 

workshop participants, who then identify historic places in the community that represent those 

community heritage values in each theme area.  The study process thereby allows a community to 

understand its broader heritage values before identifying specific sites that could be identified for inclusion 

on a municipal heritage register. 

 

A Values-Based Approach  

Over the past ten years or so, there has been a shift in best practises in Canada towards a values-based 

approach in heritage conservation planning. Definitions of what constitutes “heritage” vary between 

people and from community to community and are therefore values-based. There are no accepted 

standards, for example, relating to age criterion; each community has the ability to identify which 

resources have heritage significance and why.  In the traditional and former approach to heritage 

conservation planning, heritage “experts” would judge a narrower range of values according only to their 

architectural or historic merits. 
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Heritage values are used by a community to guide decision making. Heritage value means the historic, 

aesthetic, spiritual, social, cultural and aesthetic significance of a place of relevance to past, present and 

future generations (Parks Canada 2013).  A values-based heritage conservation approach requires having 

an understanding of the community’s heritage values as a whole before attempting to define the 

significance of an historic place. This is achieved by means of an extensive consultation process with 

community members and preparation of a Heritage Context Study. 

 

Values-based heritage conservation planning and management follows the steps outlined in Figure 2: 

 

 
 

A Heritage Context Study typically covers the first two steps of the values-based management process. 

Heritage Context Study reports usually also address the third step in the process by providing 

recommendations or actions and conservation tools that the community can implement to ensure that 

historic places are a viable part of the community’s growth and development. 

A heritage study process provides an opportunity for community members and stakeholders to provide 

input into the final Heritage Context Study report.  Community consultation sessions are typically held 

as an intensive one-day workshop. The primary purpose of the workshop is to give participants an 

opportunity to identify community heritage values they believe to be significant. This is achieved by 

asking participants a series of questions regarding the significant qualities of the community’s evolution 

that contribute to making the community what it is today.  This input is then compiled and utilized in the 

building of a draft Heritage Context Study. 

 

Heritage Context Study Workshop 

The MCHC held a workshop on February 23, 2011, at the Mission Community Leisure Centre. The 

purpose of the workshop was to give Mission residents an opportunity to discuss community-held 

heritage values and identify historic places that make Mission unique.  The workshop was facilitated by 

members of the MCHC and members of District staff. 

Figure 1: Values Based Management Process. Source: BC Heritage Branch 

Values-Based Land Use Planning  & Conservation Activities

The community undertakes land use planning that ensures that the heritage values of identified historic places are not 
lost as development occurs.

Identifying Historical Places

The community identifies historic places that embody identified heritage values.

Identifying Values

The community undertakes a context study to identify elements of history that contribute to current chracter and 
identity
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Heritage Commission members used a thematic framework that allowed all elements of the community’s 

evolution to be explored and considered by participants. This was developed by reviewing other heritage 

context plans already in place throughout British Columbia. 

 

Specifically, the Context Plan will:  

 describe how identified heritage resources have 

played a role in shaping Mission;  

 identify those heritage resources that reflect stated 

heritage values and the historic evolution of 

Mission; 

 assist in the prioritization of heritage properties to 

be included on the District’s Community Heritage 

Register. 

 

The format of the workshop included a presentation 

explaining the reasons for a Heritage Context Study and 

how community input was to inform development of the 

study.  Participants were organized randomly into 

groups of four and asked a series of questions relating to 

Mission’s heritage values and historic places.  These 

questions were developed by MCHC members. These 

were developed after reviewing other heritage context 

plans already in place throughout British Columbia. The 

questions provided a framework that allowed all 

elements of the community’s evolution to be considered 

by participants.  

The six discussion questions were: 

1. Why did or do people move to Mission? 

2. How and why is Mission’s historic and current economic development important to its heritage? 

3. How and why is Mission’s heritage and role as an administration centre significant? 

4. What is and has been special about the social, cultural and community life of Mission?  

5. What is unique about Mission’s expression of intellectual and cultural life over time? 

6. Why is heritage conservation important to Mission? 

 

Participants were divided into small groups in order to discuss each question and then presented their 

responses.   

The outcome of the exercise was a series of statements relating to each question. These statements 

together built an understanding of what it is about Mission’s history and its heritage resources that people 

value and which have shaped the community today. The statements were organized into five themes as 

identified by Parks Canada. These five themes are: 

A. Peopling the Land 

B. Developing Economies 

Poster used to advertise the planning event, 2011. 
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C. Governing the Region 

D. Building Social and Community Life 

E. Expressing Intellectual and Cultural Life 

For each theme, related statements were identified, listed, and then ranked in their relative importance. 

This was done by asking participants to place a number beside the ones that they believed best captured 

the essence of the theme in terms of District of Mission heritage.  

The next part of the workshop involved asking participants to identify the physical location of historic 

places significant to each theme area.  A large map was prepared for each theme, and participants marked 

specific places, transportation routes or corridors, or views on each map with the following notations: 

   

 

The use of five maps (one for each theme) allowed organizers and the community to identify historic places 

that were reflected in the themes.  Rather than simply declaring that a place is important because it is old, 

or because it has specific historic associations, the community was able to identify a place as being 

historically significant because it represented aesthetic, historic, scientific, educational, spiritual, social or 

cultural community values.  

  

Use to identify areas 

of heritage value. 

Use to identify 

transportation routes 

relevant to heritage 

values. 

Use to identify 

views which are 

important for 

retaining and 

understanding 

heritage values. 

Use to identify 

specific places of 

heritage value. 
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HERITAGE CONTEXT STUDY 

Thematic Framework  

A Heritage Context Study of Mission’s development and evolution provides an important foundation for 

future heritage work and long-term planning by the District of Mission. By understanding the qualities 

of life, events, people and periods of development, growth, and change that make the District what it is 

today, decision makers will have a better understanding of what the community values and why those 

places should be significant.  A contextual understanding of the District involves more than simply 

identifying a list of historic places. A thematic framework must be identified first to create a basis for 

understanding the significant aspects of the District’s history that are valued by the community. 

A thematic framework is used to organize history, and to identify place sites, persons and events 

meaningful to a community.  The thematic framework used to guide the Heritage Context Study process 

for the District of Mission was developed from the Parks Canada model established in 1981. Parks Canada 

identifies five key areas of relevance into which all places of historic significant can be categorized.  These 

five themes are: 

A:  Peopling the Land 

B: Developing Economies 

C: Governing Canada 

D: Building Social and Community Life 

E: Expressing Intellectual and Cultural Life 

 

The above thematic areas were adapted to create a framework that would guide the community 

consultation component of the Mission Heritage Context Study. 

It is important to understand that the identified themes must relate to all people, places, and times in a 

community’s evolution.  For example, fishing may be a sub-theme related to developing economies for the 

District of Mission area. While different groups may value fishing for different reasons, and have fished 

in different ways at different times, this activity is a common thread of significance to the people who live 

(and have lived) in this place. A theme should, therefore, resonate with all periods of a community’s history 

and with all of the inhabitants of this community over time. 

The themes used to guide the Heritage Context Study process is as follows: 

Theme A:  Peopling the Land 
The land now home to the District of Mission has an extensive history of human inhabitancy. First, 

the Sto:lo and Kwantlen lived on the land, utilized and traded in fish and other natural resources, and 

adapted to its geography.  By the mid-19th century, Indigenous communities and economies were 

disrupted and transformed, as settlers from eastern Canada, the US, Europe, and China moved in. By 

the turn of the last century, the modern town form began to take shape.  This theme acknowledges 

the imprints made by these people as they shaped the Mission community.  Important sub-themes to 

consider under this theme are connections to the Fraser River, the influence of the transcontinental 

railroad, the historic relationship between community and the St. Mary’s Mission, and post-WWII 

development.  
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Theme B: Developing Economies 
From the precolonial aboriginal fishing and trading communities to today's post-industrial workers, 

residents of this area have developed economies around a wide range of resources and a variety of 

industries. This theme looks at the historical legacies of early fishing and trading-based indigenous 

economies; commercial pursuits in fishing, farming, and forestry; the growth of service industries 

and evolution of manufacturing processes. This theme also considers how the District of Mission’s 

economy is growing today. Sub-themes for this subject area include fishing and gathering, resource-

based activities, changing economies and most importantly, the enterprising spirit of Mission 

residents. 

 

Theme C: Governing the Region 
At all stages of regional development, systems of government played an important part of Mission’s 

evolution. Consideration of sub-themes such as the role of local administration and indigenous 

governance, security, and defense as well as residents’ push for jurisdictional change are integral to 

the development of heritage values associated with this theme.  

 

Theme D: Building Social and Community Life  
Mission residents have established a variety of social groups, clubs and organizations to enrich 

community life and assist those in need. This theme focuses on the great variety of these social 

organizations -- temporary and long-lasting, formal and informal, independent of and allied with the 

government. Subthemes include community organizations, religious and educational institutions, 

and multiculturalism in building Mission’s social and community life.   

 

Theme E: Expressing Intellectual and Cultural Life  
This theme addresses Mission’s intellectual and cultural wealth and includes commemorations of 

Mission residence intellectual pursuits, artistic expressions and athletic achievements.  These 

qualities are also found in the sub-themes of music and the arts, architecture and design, sports and 

leisure, and technological innovation. 

A brief chronology of Mission’s historic development is included in this report as Appendix B. 

 

Heritage Theme Statements 

During a one-day workshop in February 2011, Mission residents worked in small discussion groups to 

identify community-held heritage values and to identify historic places that make the community unique. 

Participants responded to a series of questions developed by the Parks Canada. Responses to these 

questions were analyzed to develop statements that were subsequently organized into the five themes 

noted above.  These statements were then ranked by participants. Specific workshop responses – and their 

ranking – for each theme are found in Appendix D.  

The purpose of these statements was to create general understanding about what the community values 

in terms of the community’s traditions and history for each theme. As a whole, these statements reflect 

the overarching heritage values of the District of Mission’s residents. They illustrate that this is a 
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community with a strong sense of social consciousness and leadership, built on hard work and a strong 

sense of connection to the land and water. These qualities were seen as being common among all groups 

of people who contributed to the growth and development of the community today.  

Each statement presented by participants is listed in Appendix D under its corresponding theme. 

Responses were ranked, and statements were presented in descending order, with the highest ranked 

statements shown first. These statements are not intended to be a survey of Mission’s history they are 

reflective of the key points in history that shaped the community, and were generated in response to the 

question of “why does the community value its history in each of these five theme areas?” The information 

provides a strong framework for the process of identifying historic places, and allows the MCHC and the 

District of Mission to understand why individual historic places are valued by the community. From this 

information the District of Mission will be able to move towards implementing a heritage conservation 

planning program that reflects stated community values. 
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THEME A: PEOPLING THE LAND  
 

“Quality of life- reasonable housing prices, amenities, and schools.” 

-- Workshop Participant 

 

The District of Mission has emerged out of a long history of growth, challenges and change.  Workshop 

participants stated that they valued Mission’s distinctive character as being an outcome of its unique 

geography, location on the banks of the Fraser River, relative isolation, significant agricultural and 

industrial economies and rich cultural diversity.  The main factors that influenced the settlement pattern 

of Mission are its connections with the Sto:lo, the Fraser River, the St. Mary’s Mission, from which it 

derives its name, the CPR railway, and post-WWII development. 

 

Early Connections to Land and Water 

The central and eastern Fraser Valley is the traditional—and unceded—territory of the Sto:lo First 

Nations. Prior to contact with Europeans, the 

Sto:lo were intimately connected to the land, 

developing complex economies, cultural practices, 

and arts and crafts that utilized salmon, cedar, 

berries, and other natural resources. These systems 

were disrupted and transformed through contact 

with Europeans and their diseases, and later by 

Euro-Canadian settlement.  Evidence of long-term 

Sto:lo histories in the area include the Xay:tem 

transforming rock and remnant forest trails.  

Between the late 18th century and mid-19th century, 

the Fraser Valley experienced limited contact with 

non-native fur traders and explorers. The fur 

traders found an area with extensive, fertile alluvial 

soils, sunny benchlands, and plenty of fish, game 

and fowl to sustain new non-native settlements. 

The discovery of gold further up the Fraser River 

and later in Yukon enticed thousands of 

prospectors and entrepreneurs to the valley, and 

some settled permanently, establishing farms and 

supplying forest products to miners and other 

travelers headed upriver. Thus began the widespread non-native settlement of the Fraser Valley.  

This also sparked the massive transformation of the Mission area from mature forests and Indigenous 

settlements to larger scale agricultural and forest cultivation and the growth of a small city.  The hillsides 

were heavily forested and difficult to clear. Early settlers worked hard to convert forests to homesteads 

and build roads connecting settlement areas.  

Xa:ytem Rock, which has federal recognition as a 
National Historic Site, is evidence of long-term Sto:lo 
occupation and spiritual connections with the Fraser 
Valley. Sto:lo history and archaeological evidence 
demonstrate the uses and significance of this site 
dating back at least 5000 years. Image source: 
Parks Canada 1997. 
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As non-native settlers arrived to establish homesteads and businesses, the Sto:lo  and Kwantlen were 

removed from much of their traditional territory and moved onto reserves. Agriculturally-productive 

reserve lands were sought after by settlers, with little to stop them. Initially provided with approximately 

27,000 acres in the Mission and Matsqui area in 1864, the Sto:lo saw their reserve lands reduced to less 

than 1/5th of this amount just a year later by the federal government. The Sto:lo were themselves 

prohibited from owning land. 

In the 1860’s, the federal government offered free land to farmers, and a few families subsequently 

homesteaded in the Hatzic area and higher prairie. Names of early non-native settler families in the 

Mission area are found today as place and street names (e.g. DeRoche, Wren and Hurd).  The continuing 

presence of large rural properties and hobby farms in the upper reaches of the District reflects these early 

non-native settlement patterns. 

Mission’s dependence on the Fraser River is evident through all stages of Mission’s development. The 

river influenced the eventual location, and later relocation, of the town centre, shaping its character and 

sustaining communities and economies. Early settlement was organized along the riverfront. After the 

devastating flood of 1894, the business area of town relocated to the upper bench, or present-day Railway 

Avenue. Property by the river became devalued, and the riverside flats evolved into Mission’s Chinatown 

and later an industrial area. A number of historic industrial buildings remain on Mission’s riverfront as 

reminders of early uses. 

 

The Influence of St. Mary’s Mission 

In 1863, Roman Catholic missionaries with the Oblates of Mary Immaculate (OMI) established St. Mary’s 

Mission and Residential School on the north side of the Fraser River. For more than a century, the 

residential school would house and educate more than 2000 aboriginal children, mainly Sto:lo and other 

Fraser Valley indigenous peoples. The school functioned as part of a broader system of residential schools 

across Canada in which children were 

forcibly separated from their families, 

and the school continued to operate until 

1985, well after most residential schoos 

closed. In addition to religious 

instruction, students were taught 

academics, farming, and industrial 

methods.  

The presence of the school had a direct 

impact on the initial location and 

ongoing development of Mission. The 

initial school was located close to the 

river. The OMI established a small 

water powered flour mill and sawmill on 

their property. They produced sawn 

lumber to construct buildings and sold 

the excess timber to new settlers. The 

flour mill operated on a percentage basis; farmers would bring their grain to St. Mary’s Mission to be 

ground, giving the school a portion of their flour. The OMI moved the school grounds and facilities uphill 

The Grotto of Our Lady Lourdes at Heritage Park.  
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to the present-day Heritage Park in the 1880s so as to accommodate the building of the Canadian Pacific 

Railway (CPR). These grounds would house the school, dorms, and other buildings until their closure in 

the 1960s. The site was also home to the OMI cemetery and the Grotto of Our Lady Lourdes, built in 

1892. 

A third residential school was built on an adjacent property to the east in 1961, and was government-run. 

It continued to operate as a dormitory in the 1970s and 1980s, even as aboriginal students began attending 

Mission Secondary. Following the movement of students over to the new residential school, the OMI-

owned school closed, and the school buildings, dormitories, and grotto were demolished in 1965. By the 

late 1960s, the OMI and the federal government announced plans to sell the land for a major new suburban 

development defined by single-family housing and strip commercial development. Mission residents 

rallied to save the grounds from development, and Fraser River Heritage Park was created in the early 

1970s. Today, the grounds of the school endure as Fraser River Heritage Park, Mission’s cultural 

centrepiece.  Foundations of the school, the reconstructed shrine, historic cemetery and orchard with 

spectacular views overlooking the Fraser River have been retained as a testament to the importance of St. 

Mary’s Mission to Mission residents. 

 

Importance of the Railway on Mission’s Development 

Rugged wilderness and the bounty of the land was the initial allure of settlement to the Mission area; 

later it was land speculation and potential growth of the town as a rail junction.  Mission was strategically 

situated at the junction of the transcontinental Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) and southern spur line, 

completed in 1891, meaning that all freight and passenger rail traffic bound for the United States passed 

through Mission. Connections by land, rail, and water stimulated settlement of the area and contributed 

to Mission’s ability to serve as an administrative and 

transportation node for the central Fraser Valley. 

By the 1880s, sawmills had sprung up along the Fraser River 

to provide ties for the new railroad.  The presence of the CPR 

advanced the economic development of Mission, drove 

settlement. provided employment and efficiently transported 

goods to market. It was the lifeline connecting Mission to 

points west and south.   

 

Early Townsite Development 

Mission’s location approximately 55 kilometres east by river 

from New Westminster, is historically significant as the area 

was home to one of the first large settlements inland from the 

Pacific coast. With the presence of American prospectors 

during the 1848 gold rush, Royal Engineers were employed to 

survey roads and planning settlements, effectively 

establishing Canadian authority over the Fraser Valley.  The 

Township and Range survey imposed a grid system of large 

rectangular lots interspersed with small lot subdivisions 

The rail yards and active freight train traffic 
in downtown Mission. This same route is used 
today by the West Coast Express, the 
commuter train to Vancouver. 
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adjacent to the Fraser River. Subsequent development of the Mission townsite was based on the Royal 

Engineer’s early survey pattern, which survives today.  

Early townsite development resulted from land speculation following the arrival of the CPR. In 1891, the 

Mission townsite was established and parcelled out almost overnight by land developers as part of “the 

Great Land Sale”. Speculators including notably James Welton Horne (after whom three major streets in 

Mission are named), recognized the wealth potential of a town built at the junction of the Fraser River 

and the railway. Due to its proximity to the residential school, an earlier location of the townsite called 

the town of St. Mary’s Mission was proposed.   

Over one thousand construction workers were brought in to build roads and houses as a way to “jump 

start” development and attract investment.  The main street was a then impressive 20 meters wide 

(including sidewalks), and thoroughfares were given place names of prominent cities elsewhere; the main 

street, now 1st Avenue, was called Washington Avenue.  Hotels, offices and businesses were built on spec 

and offered rent-free for six months.  The theme of arriving in Mission to capitalize on new opportunities 

and potential has been consistent over the city’s history.  

 

Post-WWII Development 

Large-scale suburban development occurred after WWII, and most housing in Mission was built after 

1950. Post-war victory housing was constructed in central Mission near Mission Secondary School. This 

was followed by rapid suburban growth further uphill from Mission’s urban core, and by the late 1960s, 

One of the earliest streets developed in Mission—2nd Avenue, pictured here between Grand and Alder. 
Mission’s core is a mix of housing from the early 1900s, post-WWII lot subdivision and housing, and new infill 
construction. Today, the neighbourhood is a mix of single and double lots, and it is zoned for increasing 
density. Balancing heritage needs with the need for more housing in the central city in order to accommodate 
the growing population will be a challenge in years to come. 
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this expansion moved into West Heights (west of Wren) and east into the Hatzic area. New development 

featured large rectangular lots, views of the Fraser River, and the development of small parks and schools. 

Housing was at a premium, as the baby boom and rapid population growth in the Fraser Valley resulted 

in high demand for larger and larger single-family homes. New houses were constructed quickly by 

builders and in factories. By the early 1970s, new apartment buildings, townhomes, and cooperatives were 

being built in Mission, including housing for seniors. This pattern has continued into the Cedar Valley 

over the past decade.   

In the post-war years, property costs were considered relatively reasonable and there were opportunities 

to raise a family and live a good life. Mission remains more affordable than other Fraser Valley 

communities.  Workshop participants describe Mission as being a good place to call home and a place to 

which one could return.  Residents also described Mission as still having a “small town” feel but that they 

were still able to access major urban centres and amenities. 

 

 

 Table 1  District of Mission Heritage Asset Table 

    Theme A: Peopling the Land 
 

 

 

Map 
Reference 

Place 
Map 

Reference 
Place 

A1 Southern Exposure A20 Large Retailers-Eaton’s 

A2 Lots of Water A21 
Stave Falls Power 
Development 

A3 Logging A22 Ruskin Power Development 

A4 Trails A23 Alouette Power Development 

A5 Framing A25 River Transportation 

A6 Quiet A26 Railroads 

A7 Artist Community A27 West Coast Express 

A8 Employment Opportunities A28 Compact Town Centre 

A9 Prisons A25 River Transportation 

A10 Affordable Housing A30 Fishing 

A11 Connections to Family A31 Gold Rush 

A12 University of Fraser Valley A32 Community Amenities 

A13 St. Mary's A33 Schools 

A14 OMI lands A34 Country Lifestyle 

A15 Fraser River Heritage Park A35 Lumber Mills 

A16 Westminster Abby  A36 Shake & Shingle Mills 

A17 Hospital A37 Mission Raceway 

A18 Close to Vancouver    

A19 Provincial Centre    
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Map 1-1   District of Mission Heritage Asset Map 

Theme A: Peopling the Land 
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Map 1-2      District of Mission Townsite Heritage Asset Map 

Theme A: Peopling the Land 
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THEME B: DEVELOPING ECONOMIES 
“Resource based economies brought labouring jobs and with that variety of cultural groups.” 

--Workshop Participant 
 
 

 

RESOURCE-BASED ACTIVITIES 

Agriculture 

Early economic activities in the Mission area were closely tied to land and water resources, beginning 

with the hunting, fishing and gathering practices of the Sto:lo. Mission was regarded as having ideal 

conditions for agriculture with its temperate climate, relatively flat land and fertile soil.  Because of its 

southern exposure, Mission’s fruit growing season started two weeks earlier than surrounding areas and 

farmers often had a second crop later in the season. By the 1920s, berry farms, fruit orchards, flower farms, 

and dairy farms dotted the fertile hillsides and Hatzic Prairie.  Several large jam processing plants were 

established in Mission, and a number of berry farms continue to operate.   

The CPR bridge served as Mission’s artery across the Fraser River for nearly 80 years. The original components of 
the bridge were installed in 1891. With the growth of vehicle ownership, the bridge was opened to cars in the 
1920s. By the time a 23-metre span fell into the river in 1955, the community knew that a dedicated, 
permanent link was needed for vehicle traffic. The Mission Bridge (background, beyond rail bridge) opened in 
1973. However, the opening of the Mission Bridge also hastened the migration of business to locations closer to 
Highway 1 in Abbotsford. The CPR bridge is still heavily used by freight trains, and both bridges remain vital 
commercial and symbolic linkages to the communities south of the river and points further west and east. 
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Mission’s berry industry, which reached its peak between 1910 and the 1940s, also benefited from 

scientific innovation. As berries grown in the vicinity often needed to be shipped great distances, a method 

was devised using sulphur dioxide to preserve shelf life.  Other inventions included the introduction of 

continuous belt line systems for quicker 

fruit handling and the use of refrigerated 

rail cars. Mass production methods were 

also introduced in the dairy industry, 

resulting in the ability of dairy farms to 

sustain larger herds.  

Due to the sloping topography, 

mechanization was difficult and big 

industry was unable to expand in Mission 

– this has shaped the self-image of the 

community as well as its pattern of 

development. The characterization of 

Mission as being a small-scale, natural 

resource-based economy is an important 

aspect of the town’s heritage. 

 

Mission’s Forest Industry 

Early logging activities were small-scale hand logging operations using horses and oxen to haul timber. 

Steam-powered mills were introduced within a few years to increase efficiencies. As smaller mills in the 

Mission vicinity had been “logged out”, new mechanized systems allowed larger logging companies to go 

farther afield. Advances in the design of logging trucks and yarding systems resulted in greater efficiencies 

and companies were able to harvest trees in formerly inaccessible areas.   

With immense tracts of crown timber located in the upper reaches of the municipality going to the larger 

forest companies, smaller logging operators were being forced out.  By the early 1940s, the community 

of Mission proposed that it run its own forest operations, using a combination of municipal-owned land 

and crown lands. In 1945, the provincial Sloane commission advocated more municipal control of forests, 

and Mission was able to secure tenure as a municipal forest—the first in BC. In 1958, the newly designated 

Mission Municipal Forest was granted a tree farm license. Community control over the forest has ensured 

that revenues generated from the forest are reinvested into the community, and that forest operations are 

managed on a sustained yield basis in order to support smaller operators and the forest base. 

Local forests also supplied the raw materials for manufacturing activities in Mission. The Stave River 

shingle mill employed 100 men and earned the reputation as the largest shingle mill in BC at the end of 

the 1930s. Other manufacturers included the EB Eddy Match Company Ltd., which opened in 1947, and 

at peak, was producing matches at a rate of 2 to 3 million matches per hour. Sawmills, shake and shingle 

mills, window framing and truss building factories, and similar operations located along the Fraser River 

and Highway 7.  

Enterprising Spirit 

A diversity of natural resources attracted waves of non-native settlers to the area and influenced the type 

of people that arrived in Mission. Included were farmers, entrepreneurs, loggers, and those hoping to 

Ferncliff Gardens on the Hatzic Prairie, once Mission’s oldest 
family-run business, produced flowers and bulbs starting in 
1920. They specialized in dahlia bulb production, shipping 
globally, until the land was sold in recent years. Image source: 
Mission Community Archives, Mission District Historical Society.  
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secure jobs in with the railway. By the early 1900s, the community attracted growing Sikh, Chinese, and 

Japanese settlers, many of whom started farms and worked in the sawmills.  

Mission residents demonstrated their enterprising spirit, especially in the face of adversity. When the 

Oblates first set to work to construct St. Mary’s Mission, people in the community pitched in to assist. 

People were also thrifty and found creative solutions to new challenges. Buildings were re-purposed; for 

example, empty buildings on the original St. Mary’s school site were used as temporary housing for 

railway workers in the 1880s. Many of Mission’s early pioneers were quick to realise opportunities for 

pioneer industry and contributed their skills and enterprise to the betterment of Mission.  

Due to this enterprising spirit and the productivity of local farms, Mission residents fared comparably 

well throughout the Depression. Locals kept livestock or chickens on their property, maintained vegetable 

and fruit gardens, kept beehives, hunted wild game, fished, and foraged for wood. Bartering and sharing 

with friends and relatives was common practise and in some ways the depressed economy brought people 

together.  

 

CHANGING ECONOMIES 

Mission’s role as the commercial centre of the Fraser Valley depended on the railway to move goods and 

people. By the early 1900s, a new rail line crossing to the south of the Fraser River was completed. This 

linked towns south of the river with Vancouver and removed Mission’s monopoly on rail transport .  The 

dairy processing industry shifted to the south side of the Fraser and away from Mission and local milk 

processing plummeted. Mission enjoyed years of economic prosperity between 1910 and 1930, and again 

after the end of WWII.  It was a time when both berry farming and logging industries were at their peak. 

Until the mid-1950’s Mission was the main shopping area serving the Fraser Valley. The first department 

store in the central Fraser Valley was located in Mission and people came from all parts of the Fraser 

Valley to shop in Mission.  The David Spencer (later Eaton’s) Department Store opened in 1947 on the 

corner of James and 1st Avenue in downtown Mission. Other small businesses and retail shops served the 

downtown core, including barber shops and beauty salons, apparel stores, drug stores, décor centres and 

restaurants.   

For many decades, the five block commercial main street served as one of the principal commercial centres 

of the Fraser Valley with a lively retail trade and social life.  In the summer of 1955, a 23-metre section of 

the rail bridge fell into the Fraser River and, the bridge—which was also the central Fraser Valley’s only 

vehicle crossing across the river--did not reopen for over one year.  By that time, shopping had been 

established south of the Fraser River in Abbotsford, and the construction of Highway 1 through the 

Fraser Valley in 1964 further ensured the growth of Abbotsford. In 1973, a four-lane highway overpass 

spanning the Fraser River was opened but by that time economic hub of the Fraser Valley had shifted 

away from Mission to Abbotsford.  
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Looking east down 1st Avenue near Welton (top), and looking west (bottom), downtown Mission. Once a 
thriving shopping area that drew in shoppers from the community and beyond, the downtown experienced 
increasing competition from nearby communities after the opening of the Mission Bridge in 1973, and, by 
the 1990s, from new shopping malls further south and west of downtown. Today, 1st Avenue is part of 
Lougheed Highway, a busy thoroughfare with an interesting mix of architectural styles and buildings from 
nearly every decade of the past century, but with at times high commercial vacancy. Despite this, the 
municipality, community members, and area businesses have worked hard to beautify the street with 
hanging baskets and planters, festivals and events, and versatile spaces for new business ventures.  
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Table 2  District of Mission Heritage Asset Table 

Theme B: Developing Economies 
 

Map 
Reference 

Place 
Map 

Reference 
Place 

B1 Berry Framing-Japanese B17 Prisons 

B2 Logging in Silverhill—Swedish  B18 Westminster Abbey 

B3 Power Development—Ruskin  B19 Schools 

B4 Power Development--Stave Falls  B20 St. Mary’s School 

B5 CPR B21 Commercial Hub 

B6 Lougheed Highway B22 Home-Based Businesses 

B7 Shake and Shingle Mills B23 Junction Shopping Centre  

B8 Tourism B25 Railway Bridge 

B9 Soapbox Derby B26 Fraser River Bridge 

B10 Tree Farm B27 River Transportation 

B11 Fishing—Commercial  B28 
National historic Site—
Xay:tem 

B12 Farming—Nicomen Island B29 
National Historic Site-
Powerhouse at Stave Falls 

B13 Working Boats on the River B30 Mission Memorial Hospital 

B14 Fishing—Sport   B31 Care Homes  

B15 Fishing—Native     

B16 Mission Raceway    
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Map 2-1  District of Mission Heritage Asset Map 

Theme B: Developing Economies 
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Map 2-2  District of Mission Townsite Heritage Asset Map 

Theme B: Developing Economies 
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THEME C:  GOVERNING THE REGION 
 

“…centre for all East-West connections with rest of Canada” 

        -Workshop Participant 

Primarily due to its strategic location as a railway junction, Mission historically enjoyed an important 

role as an administrative centre for the upper Fraser Valley. A number of government offices and services 

at all levels have been located in Mission to serve the region. These have included a courthouse, post 

office, armoury, BC police office (now RCMP station) and memorial hospital. In addition, administrative 

offices for the Sto:lo Nation are situated on the third site of the St. Mary’s Residential School (1961-1985), 

now included as part of the Peckquaylis Indian Reserve. 

Mission’s role as a centre of government influenced the development of the area and region. With the 

presence of government, military and regulatory institutions, Mission was in a better position to lobby 

the provincial government for additional funding in support of needed health, education and social 

services.  

 

Changing Status to Increase Local Independence 

Over the years, Mission officially changed its governing status several times in order to increase local 

decision-making and obtain funding from the provincial government for infrastructure improvements. 

The Mission Post Office, built in 1935, has served as a centre of government services in the community, but is also 
an iconic feature of the downtown core. The building has been used as a film set or backdrop in a large number 
of films and television shows, including multiple productions with storylines set in the 1940s-1970s. The Mission 
Museum (green building) is located directly up the hill from the post office, across from Welton Tower, a seniors’ 
housing complex. 
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Early pioneers complained that the greatest obstacle to progress was the lack of graded roads linking the 

scattered homesteads to market, school and church. Developer James Welton Horne promoted Mission 

as a city, even before the area was populated. With only a few hundred residents, Mission City was 

formally incorporated as a municipality in 1892, the second to do so in BC after New Westminster. 

Incorporation meant the establishment of a local municipal council and means to lobby the province for 

road improvements.  

Interestingly, the townsite of Mission was not included in the Mission City’s incorporation, and the 

townsite of Mission continued to be controlled directly by provincial authority. Following steady 

population growth, in 1923 Mission townsite was eligible to request a formal designation as the Village 

of Mission City, giving residents more control over local decision-making. 

In 1958, Mission became the first in BC to request a change in governing status to become the Town of 

Mission City, requiring a new town council with a mayor and six aldermen.  As both Mission City and 

the Town of Mission grew, the benefits of sharing common facilities such as fire services, parks and 

recreation facilities, library, ambulance were becoming increasingly evident. On November 1, 1969, the 

two jurisdictions were amalgamated by plebiscite into one municipality called the District of Mission. A 

modern town hall was constructed in 1974 outside of the downtown core to serve both areas. 

 

Defenders of the Land 

Over the years, law enforcement presence has increased in the community. In 1900, only one BC 

Provincial police constable served the area between Port Moody and Yale.  By the 1930s, Mission’s police 

force consisted of two constables to patrol the townsite and outlying area. With the influx of transients 

and berry pickers, the constables dealt primarily with petty thieving and disorderly conduct.  In the early 

1970s, a large tract of land in Ferndale was purchased by the federal government and developed into a 

minimum and medium security penal facility.  
 

The spread of fire was a constant concern due to the lack of manpower, equipment and limited road access. 

Early firefighting services were provided through the volunteer efforts of local residents. Over the years, 

fire claimed several important wooden buildings in Mission, including the Matsqui Hotel, several 

sawmills, the curling rink and Chinese rooming houses by the Fraser River.   
 

 

Early Government Functions Initiated by Enterprising Residents 

Many community services were initially supplied by enterprising local individuals or companies such as 

the supply of water, electricity, health and education. Most of these responsibilities were later assumed by 

government agencies. In 1911, electric power was supplied to Mission by the Western Canada Power 

Company from their dams and power plant at Stave Falls. This function was taken over by the BC Electric 

Railway Company and in the 1930’s by the provincial government. Water was supplied from nearby 

Cannel Lake by the Mission Service Company Ltd., which was later taken over by BC Hydro.  

The post office played an important communication function for Mission residents, serving as an 

important social gathering place and means of connecting to family and friends abroad.  In early years, 

the post office was temporarily located in a general store or hotel. In 1935, a purpose built brick post office 
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was formally opened to serve Mission; the building also provided office space in the basement for 

government services.  

The earliest hospital in Mission was run out of the home of a local nurse, while another resident operated 

a maternity home consisting of one ward and two private rooms. In 1927, a ten bed community hospital 

was constructed in memory of soldiers killed in WWI and a health clinic funded by the local Rotary Club 

opened in 1956. A provincially funded 67 bed hospital, the Mission Memorial Hospital, opened in 1965 to 

serve the community.  

 
 

Table 3  District of Mission Heritage Asset Table 

Theme C: Governing the Region 
 

Map 
Reference 

Place 
Map 

Reference 
Place 

C1 
Railway Connection to Rest of 
Canada 

C15 Post Office 

C2 
First Railway Connection to 
US 

C16 Hospital—First in Valley 

C3 Telegraph Connection to US C17 
Main Shopping Area in Central 
Fraser Valley  

C4 Fruit Shipping & Processing C18 
Mission Railway Bridge Out for 
Year Caused Decline in Regional 
Business 

C5 Federal Fisheries C19 
Major Land Sale 1891, Horne 
Family 

C6 Shake & Shingle Association C20 Prisons 

C7 Soapbox Derby C21 Eddy Match Company 

C8 
Agricultural Fair Regional 
Fair 

C22 School Board Office 

C9 Cooperatives (Farmers) C23 Royal Canadian Legion Br. 57 

C10 Courthouse C24 OMI Lands 

C11 Legion C25 CIBC Bank—First in Valley 

C12 Military Centre C26 Regional Hospital 

C13 
Mission (Indian) Friendship 
Centre 

C27 RCMP 

C14 St. Mary’s School   
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Map 3-1   District of Mission Heritage Asset Map 

Theme C: Governing the Region 
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Map 3-2  District of Mission Townsite Heritage Asset Map 

Theme C: Governing the Region 
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THEME D: BUILDING SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY LIFE 
 

“It is busy and active, and there is always lots to do” 

--Workshop Participant 

 

 

Spirit of Community 

Cooperation 

In Mission’s early years, local 

women were usually the main 

organizers of community service 

clubs, and these were integral to 

providing entertainment, religious 

guidance and community welfare 

for families.  These organizations 

were important as a means to 

helping others in need, especially in 

early years when government 

assistance was scarce.  Many of 

these organizations continue to 

provide important social networks 

today.   

Entertainment was usually a simple 

family-oriented affair with many 

options and planned events from 

which to choose. In summer, 

families could board a steamboat for 

Sunday picnic excursions to 

Harrison Hot Springs; baseball 

games, fishing and swimming were readily available.  It was a tradition for families to venture into Mission 

City on Saturday night for shopping, visiting friends, attending a dance or picture show. The Royal 

Canadian Legion became an important social centre.   Organized annual events included Christmas and 

Easter Passion Plays, Queen Victoria’s birthday, May Day, the popular Fall Fair, Strawberry Festival and 

the Pow Wow organized by the Mission Indian Friendship Centre. 

Social rituals were also tied to place; locals would bump into friends at such places at the Post Office or 

while in a line of cars on Horne Street waiting for the CPR bridge swing bridge to close. Events and 

celebrations carry on traditions such as Loggers Sports Day and the Raft Race on the Fraser River. 

Mission residents have a reputation for being independent “go-getters”, relying on their own initiative in 

the provision of community amenities. In the 1940’s, for example, a group of Mission teens pooled their 

resources to form the Teen Canteen in an old hall allowing youth a place of their own to play table tennis, 

put on plays, hold dances and debating matches. The Mission Youth Centre likely evolved out of this 

initiative. 

Silverhill Hall in west Mission, was an important gathering space for 
the Swedish settlers of the Silverdale area when it was constructed in 
1919.  A simple building, the hall is a symbol of the value of immigrant 
communities to the heritage of Mission, as well as to the strong role 
played by community institutions and gathering spaces. The hall is on 
the Mission Community Heritage Register. Image source: District of 
Mission 2009. 
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Mission residents are known for assisting others in time of need, but there were periods in Mission’s 

history, for example during the devastating floods of 1894 and 1948, smallpox outbreaks, and the Great 

Depression when Mission residents sought government assistance. 

 

Educational Institutions 

St. Mary’s Mission and Residential School was the first school of many to be established in Mission. 

However, it was a segregated school, established only for aboriginal children who in turn, did not attend 

Mission’s public schools until the 1970s. The first school to serve non-native students in the early days 

of Mission was a small two room cabin. Men with good standing in the community served as early 

schoolmasters. Municipal residents, recognizing the value in education, requested funding from the 

province for additional schools and small school houses were later built to serve the needs of Hatzic Lake, 

Nicomen Island and Silverdale. The Western Power Company also constructed a school house for 

children of its employees in Stave Falls. With rapid increases in population and growing number of 

children, the school system had to expand in order to meet community needs. Mission public schools are 

today part of School District (SD) 75. 

 

Diverse Religions 

Regular church service was an important part of pioneer life in Mission, and it served as a way of 

connecting with others with similar beliefs and of strengthening circles of support.  

St. Mary’s Mission and Residential School was the first non-native religious institution established in 

what is today Mission. Founded by Roman Catholic missionaries, it operated both a residential school for 

aboriginal children and provided religious services to the community. The Oblate fathers at St. Mary’s 

Mission constructed the Grotto of Our Lady of Lourdes in 1892 as a ceremonial shrine and landmark 

overlooking the Fraser Valley. The Grotto was the site of the enactment of the Easter Passion Play and 

it attracted thousands of Indians annually on pilgrimages from around the province. The building was 

vacated and eventually demolished in 1965. A replica shrine was constructed on the school site, now 

Fraser River Heritage Park, and opened in 1997. 

In Mission’s early days, services for other denominations were held in people’s homes, later moving to 

available halls and schools when a congregation grew in number. A travelling preacher served the 

scattered communities along the north bank of the Fraser River. The first single purpose church, 

constructed in 1893, held alternating Presbyterian and Methodist services. Other denominational 

churches were constructed in the Mission area to serve community needs.  

Mission is home to regionally and nationally significant religious landmarks. In 1953, a monastic Catholic 

order of St. Benedictine relocated their priory and seminary from Burnaby to Mission. The same year, the 

Holy See elevated the priory to that of an abbey, and construction began on Westminster Abbey, its 

seminary, church, and farm, located on a bluff overlooking the Hatzic area and the Fraser River. The 

distinctive design of the church of Westminster Abbey has made it a Mission landmark; the church and 

the grounds are a significant tourism attraction for the community. In 1989, the Mission GurSikh 

Gurdwara (Sikh Temple) was constructed along Lougheed Highway. This prominent institution plays an 

important role in local Sikh culture and life, and the temple attracts attendees from around the province 

for holding weddings and other events.  
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A Meeting of Cultures 

From its early days, Mission attracted settlers from a wide range of cultural backgrounds. Most early 

settlers arrived from eastern Canada, the British Isles, and the United States. Chinese workers who had 

found employment during the Gold Rush were hired in the 1880s to work on the transcontinental railway; 

some chose to stay in or return to the Fraser Valley. The local fruit economy relied on Doukhobor, 

Japanese and Sikh berry pickers who arrived by train and camped for several months to provide casual 

labour. Many of them settled permanently in Mission, establishing farms and other businesses and 

contributing to the growth of community institutions. 

Prior to WWII, about 60% of Mission’s strawberry farms were owned by Japanese-Canadians. In 1942, 

all Japanese-Canadians living within 160 kilometres of the coast were sent to internment camps; this 

included Mission. The internees’ homes, farms, and businesses were sold without their consent, and 

properties would subsequently be subdivided into new residential developments. Following the end of 

WWII and internment, few Japanese-Canadians returned to the Fraser Valley. Mission’s once lucrative 

berry farming industry never recovered to its pre-war strength.  

Many Indo-Canadians found employment in sawmills in the Mission area. Italians and later Swedes 

settled in Silverhill, and a French-Canadian presence, with strong ties with the Oblates of St. Mary’s, 

developed north of Hatzic at Durieu. Ukrainian-Canadian settlers established the Ukrainian Orthodox 

Hall off of Dewdney Trunk Road. 

The lands immediately to the east of Heritage Park are part of the Peckquaylis Reserve. The reserve is 

shared by 21 bands of the Sto:lo. Further to the east, the Leq’a:mel First Nation (Sto:lo) community is 

located near Deroche and along the Nicomen Slough. Mission is home to Indigenous peoples from across 

BC and Canada. Indigenous institutions, housing societies, businesses, artists, and elders play central roles 

in Mission and outlying communities.   

Many cultural enclaves and institutions are evident on the landscape. Places of worship, community halls 

and centres, murals, street names, and ethnic retail stores reflect Mission’s historic cultural diversity. 

Furthermore, there is a resurgence within cultural groups to preserve cultural norms and traditions for 

future generations. Multiculturalism is a valued aspect of life in Mission and its residents recognize the 

value in being inclusive, embracing ethnic and cultural groups into the community in order to grow and 

diversify. 

 

Volunteerism and Pioneer Spirit 

In the first decades of the community’s development, Mission area residents made their own 

entertainment by organizing house parties, dances, sharing meals and party games to offset the hard work 

accomplished by day.  Locals generously helped their neighbours get started in the community through 

barn or house raising bees and even offering to share accommodation until a new house could be built. 

The land was bountiful, with plenty of wild game, salmon and berries – food was plain but plentiful enough 

to be shared. 

Mission residents are known to rally to help each other in times of adversity.  During the devastating 

floods of the Fraser River in 1894 and 1948, volunteers rescued livestock and offered food and shelter. 

Over 30,000 Fraser Valley volunteers in addition to members of the armed forces spent a month 
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sandbagging the riverfront and rescuing stranded citizens and livestock.  Damage from the flood was 

estimated to be in the millions of dollars and more than 3,000 homes were ruined. 

Many community groups in Mission were first started in the 1930s during the Great Depression when a 

shared sense of mutual need brought residents closer together. Mission branches of Boys and Girls Scouts, 

Lions Club and the Rotary Club were strongly supported; many of these organizations continue their 

good works to this day. Women’s and church groups organized bazaars, whist drives and church socials 

to raise money for soldiers overseas and also to socialize.  In 1940, Mission was the first community in 

BC to reach its goal in the drive for victory war bonds.  

Today, newcomers to Mission find it easy to volunteer in the community and feel as though their 

contributions make a difference. Volunteerism is essential in ensuring the continuance of local institutions, 

such as the Mission Soapbox Derby, the Mission Folk Music Festival, the Mission Candlelight Parade, 

the newly-constructed foodbank, as well as community, youth, and seniors services, animal welfare 

organizations, religious programs, and environmental efforts.       
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Table 4  District of Mission Heritage Asset Table 

Theme D: Building Social & Community Life  
 

 
  

Map 
Reference 

Place 
Map 

Reference 
Place 

D1 Friendly –Small Town Feel, Welcoming D32 Pioneer Social 

D2 Festivals D33-34 Museum/ Archives 

D3 Ethnic Mix in Built Communities D35 Powerhouse Halloween Show 

D5 Grotto D36 Raft Race 

D6 Community Leisure Centre D37 Mission Raceway 

D7 4-H Clubs D38 Food Drives 

D8 Comet Club D39 Parades 

D9 Women’s Institutes D40 Military Service 

D10 Social Networks D42 Parks 

D11 Charities D43 Lawn Bowling Club 

D12 Childhood Development D44 First Swimming Pool in Valley 

D13 Family Support Systems D45 Sport Park 

D14 Leisure Centre Property D46 Public Library 

D15 Fair grounds D47 Clark Theater 

D16 Soapbox Derby D48 Strawberry Festival 

D17 Ice Arena D49 Mission Fest 

D18 Curling D50 Candlelight Parade 

D19 Native Pow Wow D51 Passion Plays 

D20 Logging Show D52 Tree farm 

D21 Folk Festival D53 Artistic community-painting, glass, 

D22 May Day 
D54 

Pottery, Authors, Musicians at Fraser 
River Heritage Park  D23 Agricultural Fair 

D24 Schools D55 Cedarbrooke Chateau 

D25 St. Mary’s D56 Mission Memorial Hospital (First) 

D26 Lifetime Learning D57 Mission City Record 

D27 Westminster Abbey D58 Community Flag & Tartan 

D28 Sturgeon Fishing D59 Written History of Region 

D29 Development of Steelhead D60 Concerts in the Park 

D30 Old Car Sunday D61 Sports Excellence- Pakenham Cup, Strong 

D31 Legion Dances D61 Olympic Heritage 
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Map 4 -1  District of Mission Heritage Asset Map 

Theme D: Building Social & Community Life 
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Map 4-2  District of Mission Townsite Heritage Asset Map 

Theme D: Building Social & Community Life 
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Map 4-3   District of Mission Townsite Heritage Asset Map 

Theme D: Building Social & Community Life 
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THEME E:  EXPRESSING INTELLECTUAL AND CULTURAL LIFE 
 

“…a helping attitude towards those in need” 

--Workshop Participant 

Opportunities for lifetime learning enrich the quality of life for Mission residents. In fact, Mission’s 

position as a centre of education was rooted in its early days when settlers located near the St. Mary’s 

Mission residential school. Educating its youth and being able to transport children to school in all 

weather was a main reason permanent roads were of vital importance to early settlers. Today, Mission 

enjoys a reputation for being a centre of high learning, with Riverside College and a campus of the 

University of the Fraser Valley in the vicinity offering a range of programs.  Mission residents are also 

passionate about its arts and culture community as well as local organizations that support the arts. The 

presence of these local institutions make an invaluable contribution to sustaining Mission`s intellectual, 

cultural and social quality of life. 

 

Music and the Arts 

Music, arts and culture were, and continue to be, an important expression of life in Mission. In the 

community’s first few decades, annual highlights included the religious plays mounted by the aboriginal 

The Mission Museum, one of six locations already recognized for its heritage value on the Mission Community 
Heritage Register. Built in 1907, the building stood on 1st Avenue, where it served as the Canadian Bank of 
Commerce. It was moved to its current location on 2nd Avenue in 1947, where it transitioned into the 
community’s library. It was turned into the Mission Museum and Mission Historical Society in 1972. Above: the 
museum before its restoration in 1992. Source: Mission Archives. 
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students at Christmas and Easter, which were usually weeklong events popular throughout the Fraser 

Valley and attended by thousands. The St. Mary’s Mission boys and girls bands entertained at various 

local events and were invited to play at venues around the province.  Following the closure of St. Mary’s 

school, the site evolved into the Fraser River Heritage Park where musical events, such as the Mission 

Folk Festival and summer evening concert series, are held.  

Due to its inspirational setting, Mission has attracted a high number of artists, writers, singers and actors 

to locate in the area.  In 1972, the Mission Arts Council was founded and a few years later an arts co-

operative was established to support local artists. The Music Festival of the Fraser Valley, a successful 

and well attended 3 to 5-day event launched after WWII, attracted contestants from all over the Lower 

Mainland and was held annually until the mid-1960s.  

Mission also boasts a number of historically significant buildings, several of which are listed on the 

Mission Community Heritage Register. These identified heritage buildings include the Mission Post 

Office, Stave Falls Power House, Mission Memorial Centre, Silverhill Hall, and the Mission Museum. 

Heritage sites contained on the Register include Xa:ytem Longhouse, Fraser River Heritage Park and the 

Old Fairgrounds site. Other buildings of international architectural stature include the more recently 

constructed Sikh Temple and Westminster Abbey. 

 

Sports, Recreation and Leisure 

Mission residents are known for the importance placed on athletic heritage and their high regard for 

sports and outdoor life. Sporting activities and athletic competitions have been held since the early days 

of settlement, and these were often organized as part of family-oriented community events.  Early Mission 

residents seized opportunities for sports and leisure, although initial forms of recreation were not 

formalized.  

Between 1894 and 1956, the annual Agricultural Fair and later the Strawberry Festival was ever popular 

and offered a variety of opportunities for recreation and leisure, including competitions (tug-o-war, foot 

races, hammer throwing) and ball games. Elaborate parades with marching bands and floats marked 

holidays such as Victoria Day, May Day and Labour Day. In 1912, a roller skating rink was built later 

enlarged by the Athletic Association with a rifle range, badminton courts and a dance hall with small 

kitchen and stage. The building was purchased by the government during the war years and used as an 

armoury with lodging for soldiers. It was later purchased by the town for use as a youth centre, an example 

of re-purposing a facility over time to meet changing community needs. 

The Mission Leisure Centre now occupies the Old Fairgrounds site offering residents sporting 

opportunities such as hockey, skating, curling, swimming, tennis, soccer and other organized activities. 

Another legacy of the Strawberry Festival was the popular soapbox derby, which was first run in 1946 

and continued until 1974. The success of the derby likely provided the impetus for locating a racetrack in 

Mission, the Mission Raceway, which opened in 1965. The soapbox derby was resurrected in 1999.  

Mission’s success in athletics has been recognized at the highest levels. At last count, eight Olympians 

originally hailed from Mission.   
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Scientific and Technological Innovations 

Mission residents welcomed a number of innovations introduced across North America, such as 

telephones, radio and later television, electricity, moving picture shows, street lighting and automobiles.  

Innovations in the logging, dairy and berry industries also helped to increase the scope of production and 

provide much needed employment. 

 

 

Table 5 District of Mission Heritage Asset Table 

Theme E: Expressing Intellectual & Cultural Life 

 

 

Map 
Reference 

Place 
Map 

Reference 
Place 

E1 University of Fraser Valley E 26 Soapbox Derry 

E2 Lifetime Learning E 27 Crematorium 

E3 St. Mary’s School & OMI lands E 28 Ukrainian Hall 

E4 Xay:tem E 29 Clarke Theatre 

E5 Powerhouse at Stave Falls E 30 McConnell Creek 

E6 Westminster Abbey E31 Mission Raceway 

E7 District Tree Farm E32 Museum Building 

E8 Sturgeon Fishery  E33 Tartan & Flag 

E9 
First Hospital in Valley, Paid for 
by Community  

E34 Written History of Mission 

E10 Ferncliffe Gardens E35 Multicultural Population 

E11 Canneries E36 Poor Clare’s Monastery 

E12 Fruit Growers E37 Grotto 

E13 Artist Colony E38 Warm and Welcoming 

E14 Authors/ Writers E39 Small town feel 

E15 Musicians E40 Helping Attitude to Those in Need 

E16 Sports Heroes E41  Volunteerism 

E17 Fraser River Heritage Park E42  Concerts in the Park 

E18 
Access to Remote Areas by 
Water 

E43  First Nations Bands 

E 23 First Public Library E44  Socially Friendly 

E 24 Folk Festival E45  Fraser River Rail Bridge 

E 25 Pow Wow E 46  Hayward Lake Trail 
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Map 5.1  District of Mission Heritage Asset Map 

Theme E: Expressing Intellectual & Cultural Life 
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Map 5.2  District of Mission Townsite Heritage Asset Map 

Theme E: Expressing Intellectual & Cultural Life 
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HISTORIC PLACES IN THE DISTRICT OF MISSION 

 

Identification of Historic Places 

Participants in the February 2011 Heritage Context Plan workshop were asked to identify places in the 

District of Mission that they believed had heritage value and which contributed to community life in 

Mission. The following table illustrates the places identified in the workshop, by using information 

supplied by the Mission District Historic Society, cross-referenced with the theme area to which the 

historic place relates. 

 

 

  

  

The Mission Arts Centre, one of dozens of unique places in Mission identified by workshop participants as 
having heritage significance. The MAC is located in one of the oldest remaining residential buildings in Mission 
on 1st Avenue, adjacent to a 1930s-era mansion (grey house to left), and part of a row of well-preserved early 
20th century homes. 
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Table 6  District of Mission Heritage Asset Table (Cumulative) 

 

 
 

 
Historic  
Places 

THEMES 

Theme A: 
Peopling the 

Land 

Theme B: 
Developing 
Economies 

Theme C: 
Governing 
the Region 

Theme D: 
Building Social 
& Community 

Life 

Theme E: 
Expressing 

Intellectual and 
Cultural Life 

St. Mary’s Residential 
School         

Westminster Abbey        
Mission Memorial 
Hospital 

        

Railways        

Logging        

Fraser River         

Courthouse        
Stave Falls 
Powerhouse 

       

Japanese School         

Cedar Industry        

Xay:tem        

Silverhill Hall        

Fishing        

Tow Boats         

Odd Fellows Hall       

Silverdale Hall        

Ruskin Powerhouse       

Mission Raceway       

Fraser Rail Bridge         

First Legion Building        

Fairgrounds        

OMI Lands       
Mission (Indian) 
Friendship Centre 

      

First City Hall       

Windebank Block       
Bowie’s Bakery 
building       

Fraser Valley Record         

Eddy Match Company       

BC Police Office       

Kootenay Cannery       

Prisons       

Grotto        
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Historic  
Places 

THEMES 

Theme A: 
Peopling the 

Land 

Theme B: 
Developing 
Economies 

Theme C: 
Governing 
the Region 

Theme D: 
Building Social 
& Community 

Life 

Theme E: 
Expressing 

Intellectual and 
Cultural Life 

St. Mary’s Ukrainian 
Church        

Mission Sikh Temple        

Soapbox Derby Track        

Bannisters Theatre       
Mission Museum, First 
CIBC Bank 

        

St. Andrews United 
Church 

       

Silvermere Wetlands        

Bellevue Hotel        

Hougen Block       

CIBC Building       

Crist Block       

Allanson Hardware       

Masonic Temple        
James Plumridge 
House       

Routledge House       

Abbot Farm House       

Nurses Residence       

Silverdale School       
Anglican Church 
Vicarage 

       

Butter-Inman Farm      
Clarke’s Estate General 
Store       

Heptonstall Farm        

McRae Residences       

Mission Arts Centre       

The Olde Stove Works       

St. Anthony’s Church         

Mission Waterfront       
Fraser River Heritage 
Park 

       

All Saints Anglican        
St. Andrews United 
Church        

Hatzic Elementary 
School        

Centennial Park       
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Heritage Register Nominations 
Mission Council established a Community Heritage Register in March 2009, which currently consists of 

eight properties. The MCHC intends to use the Heritage Context Plan as a tool to identify and prioritize 

additional heritage places for nomination to Mission’s Community Heritage Register.   

A Community Heritage Register is an official list of historic places identified by a local government as 

having heritage value or heritage merit. A Register is in place to serve as a planning tool, giving notice 

to property owners and potential buyers of the heritage factors that may affect development options for a 

site, and enabling monitoring of proposed changes through local government processes.  A Statement of 

Significance (SOS) is typically prepared for a potential Register listing explaining why the property is 

considered to have heritage value and/or heritage merit.  An SOS includes a brief description of the 

historic site, an analysis of its core heritage values and a list of its character defining elements. Properties 

are added to a Register by means of a Council resolution. 

The MCHC may consider seeking Council approval to review the list of historic places contained in the 

Heritage Context Study on an annual basis to identify potential heritage register additions.  Commission 

members could start by reviewing the list of historic places in one of the five thematic areas against the 

heritage values it represents, by determining if the resource represents aesthetic, historic, social, cultural, 

scientific, spiritual or educational heritage significance. Those resources identified as having significance 

in more than thematic category could be prioritized and nominated for further investigation.  Owners 

could be contacted early in the process to gauge their interest in adding their property to the Community 

Heritage Register. Should the owners agree to the listing, an SOS could be prepared for the property and 

forwarded to Council for a resolution adding the property to the Register.  
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CONCLUSION 

Heritage protection represents more than just preservation of the past. It includes a consideration of the 

values that a community ascribes to significant places and events that help to shape and define what a 

community is. Heritage planning involves the acknowledgement that these values and histories are 

themselves evolving, as a population grows, becomes more diverse, and embraces new ideas about shared 

community goals. 

The commitment of Mission residents to heritage is strong, and is evidenced by the continued efforts over 

the years to preserve the community’s history and sites of significance. This has included the development 

of entities and organizations such as the Mission Archives, the Mission Museum, the Mission District 

Historical Society, and the Mission Community Heritage Commission (MCHC), and in the countless 

volunteer hours spent organizing, researching, and fundraising for heritage events, building restoration, 

and historic preservation.  

The development of the Mission Community Heritage Register represents a small but critical piece of 

these efforts, as the Register is the municipality’s way of providing formal, local government recognition 

of the heritage value of individual sites. Six locations already exist on the register, but the possibility 

exists for many more to be added as time and resources allow.  

The process for preparing the District of Mission Heritage Context Study included guiding residents in 

the identification of heritage themes based on community values, and then to identify heritage resources 

in each of the thematic areas. Five themes were developed, and collectively, they point to a community 

whose history and identity pre-dates that of settlers, following from thousands of years of occupation by 

the Sto:lo and Kwantlen peoples in this region. The themes speak to an identity tied to the Fraser River, 

the railroad, and surrounding forests. The themes reflect the importance of increasing cultural and 

economic diversity in Mission’s past, and the significant contributions of generations of immigrants. 

Finally, they demonstrate the role of the arts, cultural events, and social institutions in defining the 

meanings of community.  

The District of Mission Heritage Context Plan is instrumental in informing the broader planning context. 

The Heritage Context Plan provides a framework from which to guide more strategic planning of 

municipal heritage resources, as well as assisting the community to make decisions about the conservation 

of valued historic places.   
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NEXT STEPS 

The Heritage Context Study provides a starting point for further investigation by the Commission and 

the District regarding places which best represent the community’s identified heritage values. The 

Heritage Context Study will also assist the MCHC and the District to utilize the most appropriate 

implementation tool(s) to identify and protect the community heritage resources. The District of Mission 

Heritage Context Plan will also inform future updates to the Heritage Strategic Plan. 

Following from Council’s approval of the Heritage Context Plan, the next steps include: 

 Determination, by the Mission Community Heritage Commission, of candidate sites identified in 

the Heritage Context Study that may be added to the Mission Community Heritage Register. 

 Research and preparation of a Statement of Significance for each site recommended to Council for 

inclusion in the Register. 

In addition, while the Heritage Context Plan is being formalized in 2016, the community consultation 

piece was conducted in 2011. The Mission Community Heritage Commission recognizes the need for 

additional consultation in the coming year, in order to provide the following updates to the Heritage 

Context Plan: 

 Additions to the list of historic places included in the Heritage Context Plan; 

 Identification of values or concerns that are not well-identified within the Heritage Context Plan; 

 Further definition of ways in which community members would like to see candidate sites (for 

inclusion into the Heritage Register) prioritized. 

o For example, should more focus be placed on recommending sites that reflect a diversity 

of heritage experiences (e.g. related to Indigenous and settler groups, or to different types 

of land use, such as commercial and residential)? Should individual sites that align well 

with multiple areas of heritage (e.g. cultural, economic) be given higher priority? Or is it 

a higher priority to focus on sites at risk of decay or other forms of loss? 

Finally, the Heritage Context Plan will help guide discussions regarding community planning more 

generally. Heritage values should be considered alongside other planning goals, such as greater density 

to accommodate a growing population, improved mobility, economic development, and environmental 

and social sustainability.  

Heritage can and does play an important role in developing economic opportunities (e.g. tourism, film, 

etc.) and in enhancing overall community quality of life and pride in place. In a community as rapidly 

growing and yet as rich in heritage as the District of Mission is, the time for more proactive planning 

around heritage is now. 
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APPENDIX A: Actions and Tools for Recognizing and Protecting 

Resources within the Heritage Context Plan 

 

This section provides an overview of the available tools for the identification and protection of the 

community heritage values that have been presented in the Context Study.  All of these activities and 

tools are part of a comprehensive approach to heritage conservation planning at the community and local 

government level.  The activities and tools identified in this section range from passive (such as 

interpretation and promotion) to active (such as legal protection and regulation) for implementation by 

the District of Mission through the MCHC. This section also includes information on how to proceed 

with the implementation of the activities and tools described below.    

Identification 

The places identified in the Heritage Context Study are not all automatically deemed historic places. The 

study provides a starting point for further investigation about which places best represent the 

community’s identified heritage values.  

The first step in the conservation planning process is to identify places that should be either formally 

recognized or legally protected as part of the District’s land use and planning initiatives. The collection 

of potential historic places listed in the Heritage Context Study can now be prioritized to create a short 

list of historic places which may be considered candidates for formal recognition or protection.  

Prioritize List of Potential Historic Places 

To prioritize the historic places in the report, it is recommended that historic places are assessed based 

on the level of intervention that they require.  

For formal recognition: 

 Is the place an important touchstone for the community, and under little risk of being altered, 

damaged, or destroyed? 

 Is the place a good candidate for being honoured for its heritage values, but will not require 

regulation by the district. 

 

For legal protection: 

 Is the place under threat of damage or loss? Would community heritage values be lost if this place 

is allowed to deteriorate or be destroyed? 

 Is the place unique within the community? Is it the only remaining place of its type, and must be 

retained as a touchstone to a certain aspect of the community’s development or history? 

 Is the place an integral part of the greater area, or community character? This may relate to the 

physical characteristics, or its associative characteristics (that is: how does the community relate 

to or perceive this place?)  
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Recommendations and Considerations Related to Identification 

 Members of the MCHC and other stakeholders may be requested to prioritize the list of places 

contained in the Heritage Context Study to determine which may be formally recognized, legally 

protected, or simply interpreted. 

 The prioritization process would involve an analysis of listed places as to whether they have 

heritage value in one or more of the categories of heritage value: aesthetic, historic, spiritual, 

scientific, social or cultural. Those places having significance in multiple categories would be 

ranked higher in terms of being a priority for inclusion on the Mission Community Heritage 

Register.  

 The prioritization process may also include photographic recording of those places, as well as 

historical research to begin to create record files for places that may be included on the 

Community Heritage Register, or subject to a designation bylaw.  

Research/Documentation  

Research and documentation of historic places is an important part of effective heritage conservation 

planning. Mission’s Community Heritage Commission may be directed to undertake research on the 

historic places identified during the short listing and prioritizing process. Some useful actions to facilitate 

the research and documentation process are:  

Create a Historic Place File/Record Keeping System  

 Create a file for each historic place that will be formally recognized or legally protected. These files 

should be held in the local government planning department when formal recognition or protection 

takes places to enable monitoring and regulation of those places.  

 Files for historic places should include historic research materials, a complete community heritage 

register record (for places on the Community Heritage Register) and a Statement of Significance.  

Recommendations and Considerations Related to Research and Documentation:  

 The Commission can utilize existing resources to create historic place files. Extensive research exists 

in places such as the Community Archives and Museum. Community volunteers and members of the 

Heritage Commission may be willing to undertake research for historic places on the short list.  

 There may be opportunities for local students to undertake research on historic places that can be 

used to populate historic place files. This type of partnership approach with schools (of all levels) can 

work to build support for and appreciation of community heritage values and historic places.  

 

Evaluation and Characterization  

While the Heritage Context Study process has begun to evaluate the heritage values and historic places 

of the District of Mission, the evaluation process can build a better understanding of how historic places 

can guide land-use planning and development. Characterization of historic areas is a practice that is 

growing in use and popularity as part of good heritage conservation/community planning.  
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Characterization brings the context study process to the next level, and applies it to specific areas of a 

community that have been identified as potential historic precincts or districts.  

When the Commission is reviewing the heritage character of an area, members will adhere to the 

following three step process:   

1. Define the area – what are the physical boundaries of the area? What types of resources (buildings, 

transportation infrastructure, vegetation, landscape elements etc.) does it include? 

2. Identify the heritage values of the area – what are the historic, aesthetic, spiritual, social, cultural, 

and scientific qualities of this area that have significance or importance for past, present, or future 

generations?  

3. Identify the character-defining elements of the area – What are the physical characteristics of this 

area that embody the heritage values? Are there special physical traits of this area that distinguish 

it as an historic area?  

Defining heritage character and creating heritage character statements for historic areas is a good early 

step in developing a conservation planning process because they:  

 Further the understanding of what community heritage values are.  

 Allow decision makers to understand how places that have been identified as part of the 

community’s heritage reflect identified heritage values.  

 Allow land-use planners to know which physical parts of specific districts of a community need to 

be retained in order for the heritage values and character of those areas to remain intact when 

development occurs.  

 

Recommendations and Considerations Related to Characterization:  

 The Heritage Commission may be directed to undertake characterization for the potential historic 

areas identified on maps through the preparation of Statements of Significance for those areas. 

The District has already undertaken the creation of Statements of Significance for some of its 

historic resources. This type of work can be done by a heritage consultant, or it can be completed 

by citizens. 

 

Promotional Tools and Displays 

Interpretive wraps on utility cabinets and other public facilities.  Interpretive wraps that 

can be installed on utility cabinets and other public facilities can improve the community’s 

awareness of historic values in the community by improving the civic landscape through the 

display of photography and art work. Commission members could work with local schools and 

organizations to develop displays that would promote and display the community’s heritage 

values which intern can help to foster civic identity and community pride. 
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Walking tours. Information identified in the research and documentation process for historic 

places in the community could also be used to develop interpretive material for heritage walking 

tours. In particular, a historic place’s Statement of Significance provides details about heritage 

values and character defining elements which can be used to inform tours and interpretive signs. 

Content on website. Posting the District of Mission’s Community Heritage Register online is 

an easily accessed resource that can be updated and changed by staff with minimal cost and 

effort. 

Publications. Compilations of archived photographs, maps, journal entries and other records 

about historic places or areas become marketable resources that help to document a 

community’s development and paint a picture of its broader identity. Such compilations are 

appealing to local heritage advocates, new residents and the cultural tourism sector and become 

a source of local pride and engagement. 

Ceremonial Naming of Historic Places. Undertaking ceremonial naming of places of aboriginal 

heritage significance is an important part of strengthening community identity and honouring 

the continuum of history that makes Mission the city that it is today. Traditional place names 

are an important part of the contextual understanding of the District of Mission, and projects 

and ceremonies to identify and mark places with those names can be undertaken as a significant 

heritage activity. 
 

Recognition through Community Heritage Register.  

A good starting step for building capacity for heritage conservation planning is to formally recognize 

historic places. The most common form of formal recognition is to list places on a community heritage 

register (CHR), which is an official listing of properties identified by a local government as having 

heritage value or heritage character. Inclusion on a community heritage register does not constitute 

heritage designation or any other form of permanent heritage protection. It is, however, a useful tool for 

a number of reasons.  
 

A community heritage register is intended to:  

 officially list the heritage resources in the community;  

 give notice to property owners, and potential buyers, of heritage factors (historical, architectural, 

aesthetic, etc.) which may affect development options for a listed property; and  

 enable monitoring of proposed changes to properties through the local government licensing and 

permit application processes. Inclusion of a property on a community heritage register does not in 

itself constitute permanent heritage protection and does not create any financial liability for the local 

government. The register may, however, be used to "flag" properties for possible future protection.  

Properties on a community heritage register are eligible for special provisions in the BC Building 

Code Heritage Building Supplement.  
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If council has delegated authority to staff to do so, inclusion of a property on a community heritage 

register enables a local government to:  

 withhold an approval  

 withhold a demolition permit  

 require an impact assessment  

The process for adding historic places to the CHR is as follows:  

1. Local government consults with property owners and anticipates the continuing need to provide 

information and to raise awareness, by such means as:  

 preparing clear and simple information packages (communities may wish to explain that 

registration status is not the same as designation status);  

 preparing a map to place individual heritage property in the context of the street, neighbourhood, 

or area;  

 assembling available information (such as before and after restoration photos, maps, archival 

material, inventories, etc.);  

 holding review meetings or workshops;  

 explaining eligibility criteria for financial assistance for conservation; and/or  

 offering technical assistance (e.g., design advice or rehabilitation standards). 

 

2. Local government reviews, and, if necessary, revises the proposed community heritage register.  

3. By resolution, a council or regional district board creates a community heritage register that lists 

selected properties. The CHR must include register records (including Statements of Significance) to 

the Standards of the BC Register of Historic Places to explain, why a property is considered to have 

heritage value or heritage character.  

4. Within 30 days of a property being added to, or deleted from, a register, local government must notify 

the property owner and the minister responsible for the Heritage Conservation Act.  

5. Properties may be added to, or deleted from, the community heritage register by resolution of the 

council or regional district board.  

Recommendations and Considerations Related to the Community Heritage Register:  

 The District of Mission may consider including – through council resolution – the historic places that 

are included in the shortlist of prioritized places resulting from this context study on its Community 

Heritage Register.  

 

Protection of Historic Places 

Local governments have the ability to choose to legally protect historic places in order ensure that 

heritage values are conserved and to regulate how changes happens in those places. There several legal 

options to protect historic places: 
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 Local Government Heritage Designation. Heritage designation is a form of local government 

land use regulation that protects private heritage property. Designation is intended to give long-

term protection to heritage property. It is the only form of long-term local government regulation 

that can prohibit demolition.  

 Heritage Conservation Area. A heritage conservation area is a distinct district with special 

heritage value and/or heritage character, identified for heritage conservation purposes in an 

official community plan. A heritage conservation area is intended to provide long-term protection 

to a distinctive area which contains resources with special heritage value and/or heritage 

character. A heritage conservation area can provide protection to all or some of the properties in 

a heritage conservation area. Properties that are to be protected must be specifically identified in 

the bylaw.  

 Heritage Revitalization Agreement. A heritage revitalization agreement is a formal voluntary 

written agreement negotiated by the District and an owner of heritage property. A heritage 

revitalization agreement outlines the duties, obligations, and benefits negotiated by both parties 

to the agreement.  

Heritage revitalization agreements are intended to provide a powerful and flexible tool that enable 

agreements to be specifically written to suit unique properties and situations. They may be used 

to set out the conditions which apply to a particular property. The terms of the agreement 

supersede local government zoning regulations, and may vary use, density, and siting regulations.  

A heritage revitalization agreement is suited to unique conservation situations that demand 

creative solutions, such as complex and unique sites requiring exceptions and relaxations to 

zoning regulations 

 Covenants. A heritage conservation covenant is a contractual agreement between a property 

owner and a local government or heritage organization. Conservation covenants are registered 

on the title of the property. The covenant outlines the responsibilities of the covenant parties with 

respect to the conservation of a heritage property. Conservation covenants can apply to natural 

or man-made heritage resources. 

Heritage conservation covenants are intended to enable a local government or a heritage 

organization to negotiate an agreement with a property owner to protect and/or conserve a site 

or building. Such agreements may not vary local government regulations such as siting, use, or 

density.  

A conservation covenant may be used to conserve property when planning and research identifies 

a need for conservation, or when the parties are interested in formalizing the terms of 

conservation in a contract. A conservation covenant may “run with the land,” meaning that when 

the property is sold the conservation covenant remains in effect and may be binding on the new 

owner.  
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Other Planning Tools that Recognize Heritage Values 

Planning tools that can assist with community development and heritage conservation include:  

 Adoption of the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in 

Canada. The document provides sound, practical guidance to achieve good conservation practice, 

from individual projects up to community-wide development. This document provides results-

oriented guidance for sound decision making when planning for, intervening and using a historic 

place. 

 Heritage Conservation Area Design Guidelines. A comprehensive neighbourhood planning 

exercise identifies an area that is valued for its distinctive character. A heritage conservation area 

(HCA) enables the local government to regulate the form and character of the land-use within 

that area. The creation of an HCA not only permits, but requires the creation of design guidelines 

that specify the objectives of that designation in respect of the special form and character of that 

area.  

There are two types of Heritage Conservation Design Guidelines: guidelines for New 

Construction and Additions to Existing Buildings and guidelines for Historic Places and 

Additions to Historic Places.  

 Precinct / Neighbourhood Planning.  Undertake comprehensive precinct neighbourhood 

planning for existing neighbourhoods, or (even better) for the distinct character areas identified 

during the mapping exercise. Determine the defining uses, density, form and character of these 

areas. 

Identify a suite of land-use planning overlays including zoning, development permit areas, and 

heritage conservation areas. 

 Zoning (Use and Density). Zoning provides a primary tool for heritage conservation. Carefully 

described zones can be used to maintain a history of use that is a characteristic of a place, or they 

may be used to zone an area ‘for what it is,’ thus deflecting interest in significant change to other 

areas that have been identified through a comprehensive planning process as ‘pressure relief 

valves’ for development.   

 Signage and Awning bylaws. The quality of signs and awnings in urban areas can make a real 

impact on drawing people to an area to visit, shop, or conduct business. In particular, when related 

to historic places, signs and awnings can help to articulate and reinforce the spirit of place and 

sense of community identity.  

 Heritage Site Maintenance Standards. Heritage site maintenance standards establish 

minimum requirements for the care and maintenance of real property, both land and 

improvements, that are designated or located within a heritage conservation area. Different 

maintenance standards may be established for different types of protected properties within a 

community. 
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 Maintenance standards may also be used in cases where property owners receive significant 

financial assistance for the conservation of their property.  In this case, maintenance of a conserved 

property would be a condition of receipt of a grant.  

 Urban Design Guidelines. Design guidelines should be developed that provide policy on 

maintenance and improvement of the hard and soft landscape and streetscape. Paving, street 

furniture, colour and texture can all be used to amplify and enhance the distinctiveness of a place. 

 Parks Management Plans. The District of Mission Parks, Trails and Bicycle Master Plan 

guides the development and management of Parks in the community.  

 Education and Awareness. Increasing training and education for staff is one of the best forms 

of increasing the awareness and importance of heritage conservation to the community. Another 

area for staff training purposes may be in the use of regulatory tools, such as building code 

requirements.  With the building of awareness of heritage values and significance, District staff 

can take into consideration these important aspects when faced with field projects which may 

affect heritage resources.   

 Financial and Non-Monetary Incentives. In addition to tax incentives, local government may 

provide financial and non-monetary support to owners of heritage properties. Direct financial 

support may be given in the form of monetary grants to property owners. Non-monetary support 

may be provided in the form of regulatory relaxations, additional density, and support services 

such as: program coordination, assistance to a non-profit society, technical advice, public works 

projects, commemoration, and/or priority routing of heritage applications. 

 Tax Incentives / Exemptions. Tax incentives are a mechanism that allows Council to give 

property owners a partial or total exemption, or deferment, of their property taxes for approved 

heritage purposes. Tax exemptions are intended to enable the District to provide financial support 

to private property owners to conserve their heritage properties.  
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APPENDIX B: HISTORICAL CHRONOLOGY OF MISSION 

A brief chronological history of Mission describes some of the main events that shaped its development. 

  Area inhabited by the Skayuk tribe (now extinct) of the Sto:lo Nation 

1808 Explorer Simon Fraser discovers and names the Fraser River, passing near Mission 

1820s  Europeans arrive in the Fraser Valley 

1841  First arrival of Catholic priest in the area 

1858  Fraser River area becomes a staging post for the Caribou Gold Rush 

1860  250 homesteading families settle in the Fraser Valley 

1861 Oblates of Mary Immaculate (OMI) establish residential school for native boys 

1868 Sisters of St. Anne start a residential school for native girls in conjunction with above  

1870s French Canadian Catholics are encouraged by the Oblates to settle at Durieu 

1871 British Columbia joins the Confederation of Canada, telegraph service comes to Mission 

1884 Oblates register a map of the townsite of St. Mary’s Mission in New Westminster 

1885  Canadian Pacific Railway mainline opens for local traffic 

1887  Transcontinental service begins with regularly scheduled passenger service  

A railway station is built at St. Mary’s landing 

1891 The townsite of Mission is laid out and construction underway in advance of the auction 

of lots on May 19, 1891 by Horne 

  The CPR Station is relocated to the west side of Mission City 

1892  Grotto of Our Lady of Lourdes shrine is built 

  Corporation of the Municipality of Mission is established 

1893  Board of Trade founded to promote Mission; first of its kind in BC 

1894 First annual Agricultural Fair is held in Mission, hosted by the Board of Trade and 

touted as the longest running fair in BC 

 Fraser River floods, devastating the town; the town relocates up hill 

 Washington Street, the main street, is first serviced with electric street lighting 

1900 Road west connects Mission to Stave Lake, a logging camp and saw mill are 

constructed 

1890s Commune founded at Ruskin on the Stave River, only lasts three years. E. J. Heaps & 

Sons purchase the sawmill and commence operations 

1900 Growth of the dairy farming industry in the northern Fraser Valley 

1907 Telephone service arrives in Mission 

 The Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce is built on First Avenue 
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1908 Fraser Valley Record newspaper is established bringing news to Mission 

1909 Drinking water is piped downhill using a basic waterworks system 

1910 CPR rail bridge is converted from wood to steel construction 

 BCER electric line is completed on the south side of the Fraser River 

1913 Western Power Company Stave Falls dam is completed bringing electric power to the 

area, touted as the largest power plant west of Niagara Falls 

 Stave River shingle mill later becomes the largest shingle in BC 

 First movie theatre opens on Main Street 

1917 Fraser Valley Milk Producers Association formed 

1921 3,025 permanent residents live in the Mission municipality 

1922 Mission settlement area exceeds 1,000 and it is granted the status of “Village” 

 Downtown street names are changed to reflect local character  

1924 CPR introduces refrigerated railway to preserve produce during shipping 

 Chinatown in the Mission flats is razed by fire; the Matsqui Hotel burns down 

1925 Construction of Mission’s first purpose-built hospital on 5th Avenue 

 Mission Golf and Country Club and Mission Court House are founded 

1927 The CPR planks the rail bridge connecting vehicles to points south 

1929 The Municipal Hall opens on First Avenue, shared with the Village of Mission 

1931 Completion of the Ruskin Dam 

1935 Mission Post Office is constructed at the corner of Second and Welton  

 Swimming Pool is constructed; mercury vapour street lights are introduced 

1942 Federal government orders the evacuation of 550 Japanese-Canadians living in Mission 

to internment camps, impacting the local berry growing industry 

1945 Canadian Bank of Commerce donates its bank building for use as a lending library, later 

to become the Mission Museum on Second Avenue 

1946 The first Strawberry Festival is held in Mission 

1947 Soap Box Derby event is first held in Mission and enjoys widespread success 

1948 Banks of the Fraser River flood, a state of emergency is declared 

1951 Mission’s population is 8,000; Abbotsford’s population is 14,000 

1952 Eaton’s Department Store arrives in Mission 

1953 Benedictine monks construct Westminster Abbey and Seminary Christ the King (opens 

in 1957) 

1955 A span of the CPR rail bridge collapses and takes 13 months to be repaired 

Farmers Union of BC founded to represent Mission berry and dairy farmers 

1957 Mission applies for status of Town, to be governed by a Mayor and Council 
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1958 BC’s first municipal tree farm is created in Mission 

1959  Mission Plaza Shopping Centre opens 

1961 St. Mary’s Mission native residential school closes and buildings demolished  

The E.B. Eddy Match Company, largest match manufacturer in the world, shuts down;  

 Mission’s population is 10,000; Abbotsford’s population is 20,000 

1962 The Mission and Ferndale Correctional Institute opens 

1965 Mission Memorial Hospital opens on Hurd Street 

Grotto of Our Lady of Lourdes is destroyed 

1968 Mission Roller Rink opens 

1969 Mission Town and District amalgamate into the District of Mission 

1972 Mission Arts Council is formed and Museum opens in CIBC building 

1973 A four lane highway connector and vehicular bridge is constructed over the Fraser 

River 

1974 Mission Municipal Hall opens on Stave Lake Street 

Cancellation of Mission’s Soap Box Derby 

1975 Eatons Department store relocates to Abbotsford’s Seven Oaks Mall  

1977 Construction of the Mission Leisure Centre is underway on the Old Fairgrounds site 

1979 Mission Loggers Days are cancelled 

1986 Fraser River Heritage Park created on the St. Mary’s Indian Residential School site 

1992 New Mission Raceway Park opens 

1996 Reconstruction of the Grotto of Our Lady of Lourdes shrine 
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APPENDIX C: WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS 

The District of Mission Community Heritage Commission would like to thank the following people for 

their time and contributions to the Context Study workshop. 

 

Former Mayor James Atebe   District of Mission 

Former Councillor Mike Scudder  District of Mission 

Councillor Danny Plecas   District of Mission 

Councillor Heather Stewart   District of Mission  

Marcy Bond     District of Mission 

Teresa MacLeod     Mission Community Library 

Joe Samorodin     Mission resident 

Val Billesberger    Mission Community Archives 

Jill Holgate     Mission District Historical Society 

Ron Anderton     Silverdale resident 

Russ Pattison     Silverdale resident 

Sharon Syrette     Heritage Places Branch 

Shelly Clarkson (ret.)    Mission Community Library 

Kim Allen     Mission Museum 

Janis Schultz     Community Heritage Commission 

Kim Kokoszka     Community Heritage Commission 

Barbara Metz     Community Heritage Commission 

Andre Wolfe     Community Heritage Commission 

 

Presenter: 

Sharon Fletcher (ret.)     District of Mission 

 

Facilitator: 

Jim Hinds     Community Heritage Commission  
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APPENDIX D: WORKSHOP RESPONSES 

The following information reflects the input that was provided by participants at the context study 
workshop on February 21, 2011, plus from questionnaires that were filled out from members of the 
community. The lists provided are in ranked order, with the statements having received the most 
comments listed first. All information is grouped by theme/question asked. 

Why is heritage conservation important for the District of Mission?   

 Community Pride (4) 

 Heritage defines us as unique (4) 

 If we, as a community, don’t take the 

time to stop and look at the past & 

recognize what has brought Mission to 

this point it could be lost for the future 

generations, both for their knowledge 

and appreciation of the work done by 

pioneers (4) 

 Building blocks for planning (3) 

 Civic pride (3) 

 Preserves Family history (3) 

 Makes you feel good in your 

community (2) 

 Essence of community (2) 

 First & largest commercial centre in 

Fraser Valley (2) 

 Heritage conservation is important to 

Mission because as Mission grows we 

need to preserve our heritage so it is 

not lost and so that Mission has an 

identity, especially for the people that 

come after us (2) 

 Quality of life (2) 

 Brings lot of memories 

 Identity 

 Past connects to today 

 Draws tourists and visitors 

 Respect for the old valued 

 Sets atone for quality 

 Unifying – ties community together 

 People move here for unique 

community which reflect family values 

 We have the ability to do things 

differently 

 Sustainability 

 Central district- heritage district 

 Historic building still standing 

 Early communities in the province 

 Mission is rich in history and if it is not 

preserved, it will be lost forever. 

 Circumstances & history that has made 

us what we are today 

 Old heritage building kept up for 

maintaining community history 

 History of a community 

 Knowing why things happened as they 

did can bring a sense of peace and 

understanding, and help inform future 

decisions. Whether the steps taken are 

to be the same or different from those 

past 

 Roots are important    
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Peopling the Land 

Why did or do people live in Mission?  

 Employment (9) 

 Affordability lots of low income housing (8) 

 Transportation to & from market railways & 

river (4) 

 Natural beauty (4) 

 Logging & Cedar industry (4) 

 Cultural diversity (3)  

 Friendly small town feel (3)  

 Farming (3) 

 Schooling (2) 

 Quiet community (2) 

 Spiritual connections (2) 

 Artist centre (2) 

 Connections to family 

 Unique shopping experience 

 Hospital 

 Special events 

 Heritage sites 

 Volunteers 

 “We can” Entrepreneur mind set 

 Shopping area 

 Gold rush    

Developing Economies 

How and why is Mission’s historic and current economic development important to its 

heritage?   

 Logging and Cedar industry- Silverhill 
area, tree farm, riverfront (5) 

 Power generation, dams, early hydro 

electricity production made possible for 

other development (4) 

 Tourism, natural experience, outdoor 

mountain biking, community events (4) 

 Recognized historical sites, national, 

provincial, and local (4)  

 Junction of railways (3) 

 Mission Raceway (2) 

 Farming developed economy- Japanese 

berry farmers (2) 

 Fishing commercial & sport (2) 

 Road development & infrastructure, 

Riverboat stop (2) 

 Close to US 

 Indigenous people, ethnic mix 

 Prisons, lots of employment, families move 

here, Social Services 

 Education- Seminary, UFV, public school, 

post-secondary, residential school 

 Hospital 

 It brings/brought money and jobs into the 

community which brings people into the 

community. There are a lot of different 

nationalities here and they each have their 

own culture. 

 We need to remember the historic farms 

and logging operations that were so 

important to the community – for example 

the Japanese farmers and their strawberry 

farms that were lost as a result of WWII. 

 Heritage can be an incredible source of 

economic wealth if nurtured. A prosperous 

community is in a better position to nurture 

their heritage. Communities that do not 

worry about basic needs being met, usually 
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have more to offer to economic and cultural 

sectors. 

 Shorter commutes give people time to take 

an interest in Mission as their “Hometown” 

 To support preservation 

 Jobs support a community 

 Economic development has the capacity to 

liaison with planning for purpose build, 

development maintaining heritage culture 

feel 

 Economic development of city reflects 

heritage richness 

 Affordable living & quality lifestyles   

Governing the Region 

How and why is Mission’s heritage and role as an administration centre significant?  

 Railway connection to the US (3)  

 Logging, Shake & Shingle industry (3) 

 Farmers cooperatives (2) 

 Lots of East West connections, railways, 

river, roads. All communities shopped here 

(2) 

 Legal system – Courthouse, policing for 

North Fraser and Matsqui (2) 

 Legion, military, number of people in 

military (2) 

 Retail business centre (2) 

 Shipping and processing point for central 

valley (2)  

 Two different councils running area 

 Hydro generation 

 Federal Fisheries 

 Regional Soapbox derby track 

 Agricultural fair from 1894 drew entries 

from all over region 

 Loggers Sports day 

 Telegraph line to coast and rest of Canada 

 Friendship Centre one of first in Canada 

 OMI lands St. Mary’s 

 Post Office 

 Prisons 

 Hospital 

 It brings people, work and business into the community    

 

Building Social and Community Life 

What is and has been special about the social, cultural and community life of Mission? 

 People are very supportive of each other in 

Mission, warm and welcoming. The 

inclusion of everyone in the community for 

events in Mission is one of Mission’s 

greatest assets (9) 

 Many people appreciate that it is not a big 

city. People create their own entertainment 

as opposed to travelling large distances to 

find it. Always lots to do and it brings the 

community together and is used to bring 

people into the community (8) 

 Good ethnic mix (2) 

 Social service network (2) 

 I also really love all the beautiful natural 

places as well, such as prospector’s trail. 

Although less modified these places could 

also be deemed historic 
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 It is active and busy & there are always lots 

to do 

 Large families 

 Artistic community 

 Religious variety & tolerance 

 Sports excellence 

 Organized & casual  

 

Expressing Intellectual and Cultural Life 

What is unique about Mission’s expression of intellectual and cultural life over time?

 Westminster Abby (4)  

 Xay:tem – Original Sto:lo culture : trade 

centre, appropriate technology (4) 

 Fraser River Heritage Park – Meeting 

place, Last Residential school (3) 

 University of Fraser Valley continuing 

education programs (3)  

 Visionary business men, self made – 

Windebank, Catherwood, Lockley, Streeter, 

Horne (3) 

 Passion plays brought thousands, Grotto 

(2) 

 Multicultural population, very diverse 

community (2) 

 Ferncliffe Gardens (2) 

 Artisans – Pottery, Glass Blowing, Susuki 

florist (2) 

 Powerhouse – from mill to a historic site (2) 

 Tree farm – Cultural expression.  Not just 

logging, but sustainability, environmental 

 Sturgeon fishery – hatchery & habitant 

studied by experts, stewardship 

 Horticulture developers – tree fruits, 

Gladiolas, Dahlias, international awards 

 Henry Jacobsen roses 

 Dr. J Marcellus Rhododendrons 

 Canneries – Growers coops – Solving 

problems, fruit in Summer & Chocolates in 

the Winter 

 Authors / Writers 

 Musicians 

 Sport heroes 

 Intellectuals – Len Christianson, Vic 

Hollister 

 We can laugh at our mistakes, have fun  

 Access to remote areas by water 

 First Hydro development in Valley – 

Mission Power Company, Windebank 

 Hospital built – funds raised by community 

groups 

 People aware of what is happening in the 

world/Canada 

 Mission First public library 

 Folk Festival 

 Pow Wow 

 Soapbox Derby 

 Crematorium 

 Ukrainian Hall 

 Clarke Theatre 

 McConnell Creek 

 Museum Building & Archives 

 Tartan & Flag 

 Written history of Mission 

 Poor Clare’s Monastery



Identifying Places of Heritage Value in the District of Mission

 All Saints Anglican 
Church 

 Anglican Church 
Vicarage 

 Abbott Block 

 Abbot Farm House 

 Allanson Hardware 

 Bannister’s Theatre 

 Bellevue Hotel 

 Bowie’s Bakery 
Building 

 Butter-Inman Farm 

 Centennial Park 

 CIBC building (First 
Avenue) 

 City Hall (First 
Avenue) 

 Clarke’s Estate 
General Store 

 Courthouse  

 Crist block 

 Eddy Match building 

 Elks Hall 

 Ferncliffe Gardens 

 Ferndale School 
(First) 

 First Hospital 

 First Legion 
Building, 
Community Events, 
Dairy farmers’ 
conventions 

 Fraser River 

 Fraser River 
Heritage Park, OMI 
lands, St. Mary’s, 
Pow Wow, Folk 
Festival, Old Car 
Sunday, Henry 
Jacobsen Rose 
Garden 

 Fraser River Railway 
Bridge 

 Friendship Centre  

 G. A. Abbott 
Building 

 Grotto 

 Hayward Lake Trail 

 Hepstonstall Farm 

 Historic downtown 

 Hougen Block 

 Indian friendship 
Centre 

 Japanese School 

 Lane House (33026 
Second Ave.) 

 Lawn Bowling Club 

 Leisure Centre 
Grounds – 
Fairgrounds, 
Strawberry Festival, 
Soapbox Derby, 
Logging Show, Boat 
Festival, Track & 
Field, Military 
Training Grounds, 
May Day, Sporting 
Events 

 McRae House 

 Masonic Hall 

 Mission Arts Centre 

 Mission City Record 
Office 

 Mission Memorial 
Hospital (Present) 

 Mission Museum 
(Bank of Commerce 
Building, First 
Library) 

 Mission Raceway 

 Mission Sikh temple 

 Mission Waterfront 

 Museum Building 

 Nurses Residents 

 Ogle Park 

 Plumridge’s General 
Store 

 Plumridge House 

 Post Office Building 

 Powerhouse at Stave 
Falls  

 Prospector’s Trail 

 Routledge House 

 Ruskin Powerhouse 

 St. Andrews United 
Church 

 St. Anthony’s 
Church 

 St. Joseph’s Catholic 
Church (First 
Building 3295 
Second Ave.) 

 St. Mary’s 
Residential School 

 St. Mary’s Ukrainian 
Church 

 Silverdale 
elementary school 

 Silverdale Hall 

 Silverhill Hall 

 Silvermere Wetlands 

 Soapbox Derby 
Track 

 The Olde Stove 
Works 

 Tree farm 

 West Coast Express 

 Westminster Abby 

 Windebank Building 

 Xay:tem
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